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Next Generation Radio
How to connect your terrestrial station to the digital, mobile world
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Why ?

 “Voice-driven technology is creating new 

opportunities for terrestrial radio 

broadcasting to tap a market” (Stine, 

2017).

 Must understand how listener’s lifestyles 

are changing

 Technology is moving fast, the 

boundaries and limitations are changing 

daily, it is the Wild West. Doesn’t mean 

traditional broadcasting is going away, it 

is merely adjusting
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Facts To 
Consider

 88% of homes have radios (2017)

 Millennials don’t even own a radio

 Key Gift Trend

 Voice command devices putting radio back into homes

 In car dashboards are being constantly redesigned for digital 

media

 Jacobs Media’s 2017 Tech Survey Stats

 11% of radio listeners have smart speakers

 Estimated 10 million Echos sold in the US

 “Manual (technologies) are fading and becoming secondary to the handsfree, 

voice-activated environment. Radio needs to move in that direction to fit in” 

(Jacobs, 2017).
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88% of homes have radios (2017), down from 100% 
Millennials don’t even own a radio 
Key Gift Trend, 1 in 5 households intended to buy a smart speaker over the 2017 Holiday 
season http://jacobsmedia.com/beginning-look-lot-like-alexmas/ 
Voice command devices putting radio back into homes 
In car dashboards are being constantly redesigned for digital media 

In 2018 15 million Fords, not to mention others, will use Alexa Voice service 
Jacobs Media’s 2017 Tech Survey Stats 

11% of radio listeners have smart speakers 
Estimated 10 million Echos sold in the US 
“Manual (technologies) are fading and becoming secondary to the handsfree, 
voice-activated environment. Radio needs to move in that direction to fit in” 
(Jacobs, 2017). 
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Facts To 
Consider

 In 2016 only 7% of 118.48 million households had smart 

speakers, it is projected 94.2 million households of 125.65 

million (75%) will own smart speakers by 2020. 

 Gartner Research is predicting that 30% of our technology will 

be voice controlled in 2018

 100 million listeners are switching to digital radio monthly in the 

US

 Edison Research “Share of Ear” study (Podcast Familiarity)

 1 in 5 minutes of audio listened to in the US is on smartphones, 

where podcasts dominate

 Smart Speakers are the best-selling gadgets

 In car dashboards are adding ability to use Apple CarPlay or 

Android Auto, with a Podcast button
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Jacobs Media’s 2017 Tech Survey Stats 
11% of radio listeners have smart speakers 
Estimated 10 million Echos sold in the US 
“Manual (technologies) are fading and becoming secondary to the handsfree, 
voice-activated environment. Radio needs to move in that direction to fit in” 
(Jacobs, 2017). 

Projected growth, in 2016 only 7% of 118.48 million households had smart speakers, 
Voicebot.ai and Gartner Research project 94.2 million households of 125.65 million will 
own smart speakers by 2020. 7% to 75% 
Gartner Research is predicting that 30% of our technology will be voice controlled in 
2018 
100 million listeners are switching to digital radio monthly in the US 
Edison Research “Share of Ear” study (Podcast Familiarity) 

1 in 5 minutes of audio listened to in the US is on smartphones, where podcasts 
dominate 
Smart Speakers are the best-selling gadgets 
In car dashboards are adding ability to use Apple CarPlay or Android Auto, with a 
Podcast button 
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Smart Speakers

 Amazon Echo AKA Alexa

 Google Home

 Apple HomePod

 Microsoft Harman Kardon Invoke
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What Can Alexa Play?
iHeartRadio

TuneIn

Podcasts/RSS Feeds

Streaming
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iHeartRadio, iHeart Radio launched Alexa Skills in 2015, has seen 300% growth year over 
year (Vernon, 2017) 
TuneIn 

With ad Revenue 
Podcasts 

Automated podcasting system  
Auto recording 
Auto load to AWS S3 bucket, public 
Podcast need to be made available on every platform  
Not everything needs to be made into a podcast, not every podcast needs to be 
on the air. Fill a niche, have an extended interview 
“Radio is the mainstream river, and the podcasts are its tributaries” (Beasing, 
2017) 

RSS Feeds 
Streaming audio can be configured through Alexa Skills 
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Optimizing 
Alexa

How you put your station information into 

these services matters a great deal

Optimizing Alexa Skills takes 

organization, planning, and talent

Claim your name

Decide how you will use the skill

Promote your skill
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How you put your station information into these services matters a great deal 
Optimizing Alexa Skills takes organization, planning, and talent 
Content on secure server / Developer account on Amazon 

Automated podcasting, podcast file management system 
 

Claim your name 
More than 1 Sacred Heart Radio Station, you will have variations, but the 
first one to claim will have “Alexa, play Sacred Heart Radio” instead of 
“play Sacred Heart Radio (city)” 
 

Decide how you will use the skill. Online streaming, podcasting, news briefings, do you 
want listeners to send comments to you through Alexa 
MP3’s 
Text 
Custom content by time of day 
Timeshift 
 
Promote your skill, not just that you have it, but how to use it 

Marketing through various forms of media. “Earned Media” is 
publicity gained through social media shares. 
Best way to is to hire company to manage social media or an 
individual who has the expertise, this is about ROI 

Try an Amazon give-a-way entry for every install 
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Other Tools

 Online streaming

 Audioburst (https://www.audioburst.com)

 Station App

 Texting

 Localism

 Text messages have a 209 % higher response than 

phone calls and a 99% open rate (Vernon, Texting Is a 

Key Part of Localism for WMFD, 2017)
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Online streaming 
Barix Instreamer 

Audioburst 
AI driver database of radio audio 
Use like a search engine, can be used on computer, smart phone, and smart 
speakers 
State-of-the-art ASR transcribes audio content in real time. 
Consistent and accurate keyword association makes audio content searchable 
and accessible across digital platforms. 

Station App 
Stream online 
Donate 
News Updates 

Texting 
Localism through texting 
Listeners can subscribe to text categories 

Disaster alerts 
School closings 
Breaking news 

Text messages have a 209 % higher response than phone calls and a 99% open 
rate (Vernon, Texting Is a Key Part of Localism for WMFD, 2017) 
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The Future

 DotRadio

 Web domains for the radio community .radio

 Started being release in September 2017, FCFS

 FM Chips in Smartphones

 FM Chips are in Smartphones, namely iPhones

 Not activated in the US, yet

 NextRadio App

 Lets smartphones activate their FM chip

 Integrate with LiveGuide for currently playing, on 

air, etc.
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The Future 
DotRadio 

Web domains for the radio community .radio 
Started being release in September 2017, FCFS 

FM Chips in Smartphones 
FM Chips are in Smartphones, namely iPhones 
Not activated in the US, yet 

NextRadio App 
Lets smartphones activate their FM chip 

Integrate with LiveGuide for currently playing, on air, etc. 
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Questions?

Marissa Hornbuckle

Mystical Rose Media

972-827-8389

Marissa@MysticalRoseMedia.com
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